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1. INTRODUCTION 

The multiplicity distributions of negative particles (in 

fact, n- mesons) in PP interactions at energies from zero and at 
least up to ISR ones are similar if the concept of similarity is 

formulated consistently. Then, instead of the asymptotic 
expression [ 1 l 

Pn= 1/(n) W(n/(n)) (!) 

with the normalization conditions 

IW(z)dz= I, IzwCz)dz= I , (2) 

which contradicts the equality~ P
0

=1 at finite energies Cfig.la), 

one should use an accurate formula Cfig.lb) f2J 
n+l 

where 

with 

P n= I PCmJdm , 
n 

PCmJ= l/(m) W(m/(m)) 

<m>= ImPCmJdm 

under the same normalization conditions C2J. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The formula, which is more general than (3), can be written 

as a consistent extrapolation of asymptotic expression CD to 

finite energies Cfig.lcJ 
n+l-e 

Pn= I PCmJdm. C6J 
n-€ 

It differs from (3) in the possibility of shifting the scale grid, 
which cuts the KNO invariant function PCJI) into partial 
probabilities Pn' The shift € must satisfy the following 
conditions: c~ 0 in order that P_1 may not appear and ~<1 if we 
want that P

0 
should not be equal to zero. 

Note, however, that, e.g. for the reaction PP~ ncb' where 
P

0
=P1=0, £satisfies the condition 25£(4 and expression (6) should 

be rewritten as 
CPP~nch) n+2-€ 

Pn = I PCmJdm. (7) 
n-€ 

Here the step of scale grid equals 2 as all odd probabilities are 
equal to zero due to charge conservation. At £= 2 the result 
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Fig.1. Obtaining of the discrete multiplicity distribution 

from the continuous normalized universal function tiJ(zJ: laJ

according to the commonly used reci.pe P
0

=1/(n> !l!Cn/(n)J [11, then 

I: P
0

;:o:- 1; CbJ- according to the accurate recipe 12.1; lc)- according 

to the generalized accurate recipe which differs from the previous 

one in the possibility of shifting the scale grid which cuts the 

function PCmJ into probab1lities P
0

• 

coincides with the one of eq. C3J applied to PP4 nneg 

Cnch=2nneg +2). 

Such generalization C5J turns out to allow the description of 

the multiplicity distributions of n+ and rr- mesons for PP, NP and 

NN interactions with the same function WCzJ and energy dependence 
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fig. 2. Dependence of the average value of the discrete 

distribution P
0 

on the one of the corresponding continuous 

distribution PCmJ for various shifts c.. The dashed lines 

correspond to the approximation <m>= <n>+. 5-c:- (see (8)), 

of <m>. From charge symmetry it follows that the distributions in 

thE! PP, NP, NN-+ n + reactions are identical to NN, PN, PP-+ rr , 

respectively. Therefore, 2 other parameters £ are needed to 
describe all these reactions C£=0 for PP-+ rr- [2)). 

We have used for comparison the experimental data: 

in 

PP-+nneg 

121l; Cnneg=Cnch-2J/2J at Plab=1.5~2000 GeV/c (see refs. 

NP~nneg Cnneg=Cnch-lJ/2) at 1.25+400 GeV/c 13 
Cnneg=nch/2) at 6.1 GeV/c 1141; PP~n+ at 1+69 GeV/c 

131; NN~nneg 

115 - 211. 

2. APPROXIMATE CONSEQUENCES 
For not very small <m>, from (5) and C6J one can obtain C<n>= 

lliP nl: 
n+l-c n+l-c 

(m): JmPCmldm: Z J mPCmldm ~ ZCn+.5-cJ f PCmldm= 
n n-c 

= ~Cn+.5-cJPn= <n>+.5-c • 
n 
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As it follows from fig.2, this equality (dashed lines) works well 

already from <m>?: . ·1..;-1 which corresponds, as seen below, to Plab= 

3..;-5 GeV/c for- nucleon-nucleon inle!~act 1ons. 

The curves of fig.2 are obtainer:l by fm,mu!aP (4J··lb) w1lh ihP 

function 

e -bCzt.!4l 'fCzJ= alz+.l4J ( (_-1) 

where a and b obtainPd from (2) are i:-'qual in l.r~'ll ;.md .h1B. 

respec1 ively. The PP-4 ~~ data are well d~:-:c.u Jbed by U11s function 

[21; in add1l1on, the cur·ves 1.n fig .• ~ are nea1 !y independent of 

the used function. 

FnJm formulae (4), (f_j) and(?-;) we qE>l an apprux1matt- rr.(•dli ~~·d 

KNO scalinq 122, 231 

p = n 

~ 1 Jl[. n+. 5-.:~ ) 
<n>+. 5-.c ' w+. o-~: · ( 1 () J 

fhe fitting of this expn:-ssion for the NP data at l~l 300 (:ipV/c, 

performed In 161, yields c= .3E.O(~ lf01 neqatlve partlde::~ 111 !Jill 

designations). 

Fm Lhe central moments: 11r{ ILm-<m>)q Ptm)dm (continuous 

function Plm)) and D~= :=;cn-<n>)q Pn ldisu-ete one PnJ one ca11 

obtain the 

j.i. = L: 
q n 

following approximate equality 
n+l~ n~-. 

f lm-<m>Jq PCmldm ~ :~c n+. ~-.-<n>-. 5+dq I PCmJdm= 
n-• n 

= ~Cn-<n>Jq P
0
= D~ , li!J 

which results in an approximate proportionality for the discrete 

multiplicity distributions [22, 231 

Dq rr C<n>+.5-£l , Cl2J 

taking into account (8) and the known proportionality for 

continuous KNO invariant functions: !J.~/q a <m>. The filling of 

C12l Cfor o2J for the NP data at 28~400 GeV/c, conduct in 181, 

yields e:=.33±.015 Cfor negative particles in our designations). 
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Comparing eqs. (3) and C6) Cor figs.1a and 1b), one can 

obtain an approximate expression for the multiplicity 

distr1hutions with c.;tO through the distribution with the same PCmJ 

and c=O 

pl<l ~ cPCol+ Cl-cJP
0
Col • C13l n n-1 

The same ratio between the multiplicity distributions for PP and 

NP interactions at equal energy has been obtained empirically 1n 

paper [91. In our designations it looks like 

CNP~nnegl CPP~nnegl CPP~nnegl Cl
4

l Pn ~ cP
0

_1 + C1-cJP
0 

The parameter c:= • 36±. 03 for this ratio is obtained in paper [ 131 
by fitting it for the data at Plab= 100_:-400 GeV/c, further we use 

t.hJ s value uf E for NP-+ nneg· 

3. NORHALIZAfiONS 

It 1s customary to normalize multiplicity distributions to 

the inelastic cross section P n=a
0

/::r
10

• However, such normalization 

becomes not quite natural at very low energies. For example, the 

average multiplicity of rt+ mesons in PP interactions normalized to 

crin does not approach zero with decreasing energy and passes 

through a minimum c~. 8) at Plab~ 2 GeV/c and even increases with a 

fm-ther decrease of energy down to threshold (even though one 

meson should be produced in order to realize inelastic collision). 

In some multiple production models, e.g. a statistical one [241, 

the part of the elastic cross section passing through the 

"intermediate stale" enter·s into the multiplicity distribution in 

an equal in rights manner: the production probabilities of 0, 1, 

2, •.. n n mesons are calculated by a general formula. 

In this paper the multiplicity distributions at very low 

energies are normalized to 28 mbarns. This is the value of uin in 

PP interactions at Plab=2.8+5.6 GeV/c, and the inelastic cross 

section decreases drastically with a further decrease of energy 

(elastic scattering begins dominating for the sarae i11pact 
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parameters), It should be noted that 1l wdl be essenllal only 

for the conclusions of secl1on 5. 
The cross section of one-prong welaslic events (:t

0 
in NP-+n-J 

is often not measured 1n NP interactions at high enerq1es because 
of experimental difficulties. The authors usually assume that 1l 1s 

equal to . 6~. 6-1 of a
0 

in PP interactions t ollowinq expression 

C14J. However, the calculation by formulae l3J, lbJ and l9J with 

P
CNP-+nneqJ CPP-+n ) c:=. 36 leads to = l. 53:!:. 01) P neq for the 
0 0 

interval of mulllplicities corresponding to energies of 12_400 

GeV/c. We are going to use this value fm- lack of an expel imental 
one, the more so it is as a 1 ule kept wi lh1 n the err or presentPd 

by the authors. 

4. COMPARISON WllH EXPERIHENl 

Formula (6) can be p1-esented in an integral form 

"' ro 
ZJ'k= JPCrnJdm= 
n n-c 

(JJ 

I <¥Czldz= > (~) 
Cn-~)/(m) m 

(15) 

(JJ 

where HzJ= f'lr(z)dz IS a urnversal function as l.J.r(z), which 1s 

z 
independent of the energy and charqr-• of IntPraclinq nur leons and 

the sign of charged n: mw::.ur1'::. normalued by the cr;tldltwn:, ·u .1s.1ng 

from C2) 

'ICOJ= 1 ; f Hz)dz= 1 . ( 16) 

The par tJal pt obah1l1tle~ are PXpre'<-;~d throUL;b th1s tunclwn 

s1mpter than lhrouqh :H?J 

p n= l (~) - j c''ft'l 
for the f unct wu 'Ill z) ( (J_) 

H:O= 2o P-b(!.t.l4./ 

( 17 J 

ll8J 

Unlike •f(z), the funcLJOn HzJ allows one lu plot. the multJ.plicity 

"' distt .1but!ons (Inteqral: :::: Pk) fm a var-1ely ot energies and 
n 

reartlons on one LIB w• accordinq to (15) as shown J.n fiq.3. For 

NP-1-nneq c-=. 30 and for Pf-l-+n + CNN-+nnegJ r:·=.l2. 

At very low energie<> (when only P
0 

and P1 are not equal to 

zer(JJ these distr ibutwns satisfy the scallng C6J automatically 

and lhe po1nts lie exactly on the curve independently of the used 

funcllon 'lr(z) and paramete1 E... lhis 1s clear from fig.1c where one 
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can always choose such a scale that the function WCz) is divided 
1nto areas which are equal to given P0 and P1 . Therefore, these 
points a1·e not presented in fig. 3. 

figure 4 presents a more sensitive comparison? namely the 
comparison of the ratios of the moments of the distributions for 
NP-.n which should go fastl y to the plateau with increasing <n> 

~\ 

10 
·1 

1 o-2 

·1 
10 

. ....___ 

' '· ·, 
£= 0 \ .. 

PP-nneg 

NP-"neg 

4.;.400 Ge\Vc 

·, 

'\ 

£=.72 

00 Fig, 3. Dependence of the integral probability 6 Pk on 
n 

Cn-d/(m) for various nucleon-nucleon reactions (see C15J-C18JJ. 

(according to C12JJ, Such ratios for PP~nneg are given in £21. 
figure 5 shows f 2=D~-<n> versus <n>. The curves in figs.4 and 5 
are obtained by eqs. C4l, C5l and C9J. 

5. ENERGY DEPENDENCE 
Note that only the validity of the scaling of multiplicity 

distributions allows us to say how "the number of produced 
particles" increases with energy without a detailed description of 
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.4"---L---~--L---~,---L--~,---,~n)~-

fig. 4. Ratios which should go fastly to the plateau wi.lh 

increasing energy (according to C12J). The curves are obtained by 

eqs. (4)-(6) with •Irfz) presented in the figure. The coeffic1ents a 

and b calculated from C2) are equal to 1. 251 and . 618, 

respectively. 

f, 

2 • PP-nneg 1.5.;.400 GfNJc 

v NP•nneg 1.3+400 GeiVc 

>< NN-nneg IPP-nTf+) 1+24 GeV;t 

fig.5. Correlation function f 2= D~-<n> versus <n>. The curves 

are obtained as in fig.4. 
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thP distribution for each energy. If the scaling were not valid, 

lh1-! modal value of multiplicity could increase, e.g. as ln s, and 

l/4 l.ht-• ~vera~Jf::' value as s . 
The sr"ale parameter <m>CsJ Ht formula C4J determines the 

str~Vhln~J fact.m for the "unit" distribut10n !IJ(z) to obtain the 

dl':'~.tJed multiplicity distl·ibution. Therefm·e, it is this parameter 

that is a natural, linear characteristic of the number of 

p<:~t LJL!es produc~d at a g1ven energy. In the asymptotic formula 

c 1 l, <n>Cs) is such a scale parameter wh1ch coincides with <m> at 

.-1o.;ymptoliL enerq1es. 

<m> 

3 

2 

vNP•nneg 1.3+400 Ge\Vc 

.NN~{PP-..nii"J h-69 Ge1Vc 

01~~--+-~--~~~~,~-L--.~-L~. 

F d ... _,.,.'"'"' 

F1q. h. Enerqy dependence of <m> for vat iou<;, nucleon-nucleon 

reactions. Irt the fermi ther-modynamic model lhe multiplicity of rr 

me:;ons is proportional to the quantity F. 

F1gure 6 presents the <m> dependence (obtained from <n> 

according to (8) and fig.2J on the quantity 

F= CY?-2MpJ 3/ 4 CY?J-l/4 C19J 

with Hp the nucleon mass. In the fer-mi thermodynamic model the 

multiplicity of n mesons in nucleon-nucleon interactions over an 

energy range of 107 1000 GeV/c should be proportional to this 

quantity (251. As seen, the scale parameter <m> for all our 
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reactions PP, NP and NN~ n- Cn+) in the interval of en~rg1es from 

threshold up to 400 GeV/c has the same energy dependence 

<m>= . 81 f Gev- 1/2 . r 20J 

It is surprising that the quantity s 1/ 4 is commonly used 1n 

lieu of f and the multiplicity of charged part1cles instead of 

that of n mesons f01 comparison with the thermodynamic model 

although each of these errors IS larger than the deviation of the 

experimental data fr-om the model obsRrverl usually by the authors. 

It is true that In the first paper of fet mi 1241 this formula has 

been also written with some en or !26, 2/J. 

The energy dependence of (_ (n)-o:), the scale parameter of the 

modified KNO scaling P
0
= 1/C(n>-o) WCCn-u)/((n)-a)), has been also 

obtained In paper 1281. "fhe value of ct:::: +1 ( fm all charged 

particles) allows the authors of l23J and i281 to Interpret il as 

the number of leading particles and L<n>-c.d as t.he number of 

actually produced parlicJes. ln (JlJJ (:as~ ';uch an in1.t-rpTPtatlnn 

leads to that the numLer of actually prorluced negaf..lvp particles 

m, e. g. in PP interactwns., lS by approximately • 5 larger than the 

number of produced particles. However, th1s could tab> place at 

the stage nf part.l( Jes prorluctton when lhey ~l1ll litter act between 

themselves (seP. 1291 as well). 
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